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Introduction

Imagine a time-lapse film of the Earth taken from space. Play back the last 10,000 years sped up so that a millennium passes by every minute. For more than seven of the ten minutes, the screen displays what looks like a still photograph: the blue planet Earth, its lands swathed in a mantle of trees. Forests cover 34 percent of the land. Aside from the occasional flash of a wildfire, none of the natural changes in the forest coat are perceptible. The Agricultural Revolution that transforms human existence in the film’s first minute is invisible.¹

After seven and a half minutes, the lands around Athens and the tiny islands of the Aegean Sea lose their forest. This is the flowering of classical Greece. Little else changes. At nine minutes—1,000 years ago—the mantle grows threadbare in scattered parts of Europe, Central America, China, and India. Then 12 seconds from the end, two centuries ago, the thinning spreads, leaving parts of Europe and China bare. Six seconds from the end, one century ago, eastern North America is deforested. This is the Industrial Revolution. Little else appears to have changed. Forests cover 32 percent of the land.²

In the last three seconds—after 1950—the change accelerates explosively. Vast tracts of forest vanish from Japan, the Philippines, and the mainland of Southeast Asia, from most of Central America and the horn of Africa, from western North America and eastern South America, from the Indian subcontinent and sub-Saharan Africa. Fires rage in the Amazon basin where they never did before, set by ranchers and peasants. Central Europe’s forests die, poisoned by the air and the rain. Southeast Asia resembles a dog with mange. Malaysian Borneo appears shaved. In the final fractions of a second, the clearing spreads to Siberia and the Canadian north. Forests disappear so
suddenly from so many places that it looks like a plague of locusts has descended on the planet.

The film freezes on the last frame. Trees cover 26 percent of the land. Three-fourths of the original forest area still bears some tree cover. But just 12 percent of the earth's surface—one-third of the initial total—consists of intact forest ecosystems. The rest holds biologically impoverished stands of commercial timber and fragmented regrowth. This is the present: a globe profoundly altered by the workings—or failings—of the human economy.³

On the ground, this wave of deforestation has created a paradox: rising economic prosperity amid declining ecological health. At some point, probably long passed, the ecological costs of deforestation exceeded its economic benefits. But deforestation has continued.

In nature's economy, forests play pivotal roles. They provide habitat for perhaps half of the 10 to 80 million forms of life on Earth.⁴ (The range is wide because biologists have yet to catalog most of the planet's plant and animal species.) Forests hold much of the genetic information accumulated during 4 billion years of evolution. They buffer the global climate against greenhouse warming, and moderate local climes. They prevent floods and droughts, keep pests in check, filter the air, secure the soil and keep it out of waterways, and nurture fisheries in rivers and lakes.

In the money economy, however, forests show up only as sources of lumber and fuel, or as thickets to be cleared for new farms and suburbs. Predictably, if tragically, this misalignment between the natural economy and the human economy has resulted in losses for both.

Natural scientists have detailed the costs to ecosystems: extinctions of thousands of species, worsened droughts and floods, release of heat-trapping carbon dioxide, widened extremes in local temperatures, introduction of new agricultural pests, erosion of topsoil, clogging of rivers and hydroelectric reservoirs, and loss of fisheries.

Social scientists have documented the human costs. Logging towns in the Pacific Northwest of the United States are showing
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the signs of decline long evident in inner cities: alcoholism and drug abuse, domestic violence and broken families, homelessness and emigration. Indigenous cultures in tropical forests are wracked by violence, disease, and alienation. Villages in the woods of Africa and Asia suffer falling crop yields and shrinking game supplies.

Each of these litanies has been thoroughly studied and widely reported. What is not known, however, is what to do. Already, a string of well-meaning initiatives have failed. The Tropical Forestry Action Plan, the International Tropical Timber Agreement, the International Tropical Timber Organization, and the United Nations’ Statement of Forest Principles were each launched with fanfare and high hopes. They have each proved disappointing, if not fruitless. Deforestation rates in much of the world have continued to rise.

Past efforts foundered because they set their sights on the proximate rather than ultimate causes of deforestation. Previous policies sought to halt those who fell the trees—the commercial cultivators, ranchers, real estate speculators, developers, loggers, miners, and slash-and-burn farmers. But these are merely the leading edge of a larger force. They are the teeth of the saw; the saw is a money economy blind to its ecological roots.

What would it really take to save the forests? Halting deforestation requires no less than restructuring three features of the economy: property rights to forests, pricing of forest products, and political power over the disposition of forests.

- *Property rights* laws define the terms of ownership and use of forests. But in much of the world, they leave the day-to-day users and managers of the trees with little incentive to care about the ecological health of the forests.
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• *Prices* of wood and other forest products do not tell the ecological truth. Soil erosion, decimated fisheries, and other environmental costs of production do not show up in market prices, leaving timber underpriced and forests undervalued.

• Political *power* over forests is concentrated in the hands of the few who profit from deforestation, not in the hands of the many who depend on the forests' health.

Correcting these structural flaws would realign the money economy with nature's economy. Such changes would also dramatically alter the way we use forests, no less for Northern professionals who read a pound of newsprint each morning than for Southern settlers who feed themselves from rainforest plots. But neglecting property rights, price, and power would condemn the forests, and their half-billion human inhabitants, to continuing decline.

### Rights to the Forests

The first prerequisite for a sustainable forest economy is a property rights system that allies the interests of forest people with the health of forest ecosystems. This need not mean private ownership. Effective property rights systems, or "tenure regimes," range from private ownership to collective management by communities to state control. They also range from the inclusive—covering land, trees, wildlife, and mineral deposits in perpetuity—to the limited, covering particular activities in certain places and times. In some African villages, for example, households are allotted use of specific farm plots, hunting trails, fruit trees, and even wild bee hives; in return, they must be good stewards and share the bounty as social convention dictates. No single property rights system is always best. What matters is that governments match tenure laws with the social context. At present, there are great disparities, as the following case illustrates.

Four decades ago, the Aravali hills that surround the city of
Udaipur in the Indian state of Rajasthan were a vast forested zone of small villages. Tigers roamed and water flowed in streams year-round. Today, the hills are barren: Their tigers are gone, and their streams flood and parch with the seasons. The villagers' farms are less productive, and thousands of their able-bodied sons and daughters drift from city to city as migrant laborers. “Our region is a case study in ecological decline,” says Jagat Mehta, president of Seva Mandir, a voluntary development organization that has worked in the area for 30 years.6

In the early eighties, Seva Mandir began helping villagers plant trees. As in all too many such initiatives, few of the seedlings survived. The immediate problem was goats, which ate the seedlings before they could take root. But there was a deeper problem as well. Most of the villages were surrounded by land classified as “forest;” consequently that land fell under the exclusive jurisdiction of the state forest department. Indeed, if a tree were ever to grow there, regardless of who planted or cared for it, it would belong to the forest department. No wonder the seedlings ended up as goat fodder.

After the initial attempts to plant trees, Seva Mandir petitioned the government to give villagers a stake in managing the denuded forestland by creating a “joint forest management” agreement. Under joint forest management, pioneered in eastern India, governments continue to own forestlands, but villagers receive long-term rights to use them. At first, Seva Mandir’s pleas fell on the deaf ears of the bureaucracy: The state government had no procedure for granting such arrangements. Eventually, however, Seva Mandir’s persistence paid off, and the group gained several experimental joint forest management agreements. As a result, the government allowed villagers to cut trees and harvest other products grown on forestland.

By 1991, the results were drawn in patches of dark green on
the hills around Aravali villages such as Dolpura. Trees were growing again—shoulder-high and surrounded with thick grass. Barriers of dried thor, a type of cactus, formed the first defense against goats. Watchful villagers scanned the perimeter for breaches in the line, vigilant to protect their trees. This "social fencing" was the only kind that worked against the goats as well as their owners, who might otherwise try to slip in for a little fuelwood or fodder. The return of forests was received with such appreciation that the people of Dolpura declared the first restored hill a sacred grove, forbidding any felling there.

Success in places like Dolpura has been striking. So striking, in fact, that forest departments in many Indian states have had little choice but to share control of forests with more villages. By late 1993, 13 Indian states had issued official edicts in support of joint management. As many as 10,000 villages were sharing management responsibilities in an area of perhaps 1.5 million hectares. The concept has been gaining popularity elsewhere in Asia and Africa: In the Philippines, for example, residents manage 171,000 hectares of upland and mangrove forest. And villagers have been negotiating informal agreements with local foresters across Southeast Asia.

The spread of joint management programs is full of historical irony. It is a tacit admission that forest policies in the tropics are ill-founded. In India, as elsewhere, colonial powers nationalized forests to expedite the extraction of timber. Deeming forest dwellers incompetent to care for the lands they had inhabited for centuries, authorities established forest departments on the European model: guards to keep commoners out of royal hunting reserves. In the space of just 150 years, 80 percent of the world's tropical forests passed from the hands of local communities—the Dolpas of the world—to the hands of government foresters and other officials.

Needless to say, the transfer never gained the assent of most forest dwellers. Linka Ansulang, a tribal woman from the southern Philippines, speaks for many when she says, "The government calls us squatters, but the government is the real squatter."

After independence, Third World leaders continued the centralized model of forest management, believing, as had their
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predecessors, that modern nations could not entrust illiterate villag- ers with the fate of forests. Over time, a theory of resource use—the “tragedy of the commons”—emerged that provided a convenient justification for the policy of state control. A tragedy of the commons arises when lack of clear property rights leads individuals to overexploit shared resources or risk losing out while others do so. In such a situation, so the reasoning goes, only a central authority can reconcile individual and social interests. And “central authority” is usually interpreted to mean the state.

What the theory overlooked was that under village control, forests were not unregulated commons. In Dolpura, as in most of the world’s thousands of forest communities, villagers organized elaborate systems to manage use of shared forests. In Borneo, for example, generations of the Galik people carefully conserved ironwood trees, allotting rights along kinship lines. Ironwood yields the world’s heaviest lumber, prized for its durability and resistance to insects. But the state considers the lands of the Galik national property. So when state-sanctioned loggers entered the area in the early nineties, the Galik saw they would soon lose the ironwood to the loggers—and raced to sell it themselves.¹⁰

In Borneo, as elsewhere, nationalizing the forests sabotaged traditional management, creating the free-for-all it purported to avert. The government made it a crime to impose local penalties for overuse of forests. Yet national penalties for the same transgressions, even if written in law, proved unenforceable.

Throughout the tropics, forest departments are unable to protect forests. In most countries, their guards number in the hundreds or thousands, while forest inhabitants number in the millions. (See Table 1.) In Zaire, for instance, a forest department staff of about 800 is charged with protecting 100 million hectares inhabited by 15 million people. Such proportions are tanta-

The spread of joint management programs is a tacit admission that forest policies in the tropics are ill-founded.
mount to patrolling the state of New York with the police force of the city of Rochester.

The kind of joint management in force in Dolpura is a welcome step toward decentralized control of forests. Meanwhile, a few nations in the American tropics have taken more decisive strides. Under intense grassroots pressure, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, and Venezuela have all recognized land rights of tribes that have inhabited and conserved forests since time immemorial. In recent years, each of these countries has demarcated vast areas in the Amazon basin as indigenous homelands.\textsuperscript{11}

The recognition of indigenous homelands in the Amazon has been the most hopeful sign for the world’s forests in years. History will likely show that indigenous peoples and their supporters in human rights organizations saved more tropical forest than all the world’s conservation groups put together.

\textbf{TABLE 1.}

\textbf{Forest Area, Residents, and Forestry Staff, Selected Countries, Late Eighties}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Closed Tropical Forest Area (million hectares)</th>
<th>Estimated Forest Residents (million)</th>
<th>Estimated Forest Department Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaire</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

forested homeland of the Yanomami in Brazil and Venezuela, for example, is as big as Uruguay, and far larger than any forest reserve in the world.\textsuperscript{12}

If African and Asian nations would follow this precedent, the prospects for tropical forests would improve markedly. Unfortunately, the rights of most traditional peoples are observed only in the breach. All but powerless in national politics, Asian tribes have minimal legal rights; African tribes have fewer. The pygmies of central Africa—the most ancient of all forest dwellers—hold no enforceable claims to the forests they have inhabited for 40,000 years.\textsuperscript{13}

One step that outside organizations can take to help forest dwellers secure recognition of their rights is to assist them in developing accurate maps of their territorial boundaries. In most countries, maps of traditional tenure areas help bolster the claims of local communities. On the Atlantic Coast of Honduras, for instance, the Miskito Indians have recently completed a mapping project. Community leaders met to review scores of hand-drawn charts for accuracy before compiling them, with the help of trained cartographers, into a master map of the Miskito territory. After seeing them, even the Honduran military concluded that the Miskito Coast was not empty land ripe for settlement. Maps are not rights, but they help in the legal and political struggles to get them.\textsuperscript{14}

In the world’s remaining temperate and boreal forests—concentrated in North America and Siberia—the social context of the forest economy is different, but the issue of tenure is equally important. In these regions, governments control public land not only in principle but in fact, because forest dwellers are fewer and governments better staffed. Where indigenous communities’ rights go unrecognized, as in parts of Canada and Russia, securing them is as much a priority as it is in the tropics.
Elsewhere, the challenge is to establish tenure rules that encourage forest managers, whether private owners or government officials, to protect ecological integrity.

Forests in some industrial countries, particularly the United States, are less concentrated in the hands of the state than is the norm in the tropics, yet many laws still hamper good forest management. Most U.S. timber comes from private forestlands in the Southeast and Northwest, but small landowners in these regions are plagued by perverse incentives. For instance, inheritance tax laws often consider trees to be just another form of investment. Inheritance taxes can therefore turn the death of a family member into a must-cut situation: The children of a forest owner may have no choice but to liquidate their parents' groves to pay the tax bill.

As a shield against these forces, private and public institutions have created conservation easements—legally binding riders to land title deeds that forbid certain activities, such as clear-cut logging and urban development. Conservation easements ensure that lands cannot be taxed as if they were in commodity production. So far, however, conservation easements cover only a tiny fraction of forest lands.

Community land trusts offer another promising approach to encourage sustainable use of forests. In a land trust, a nonprofit board manages forests donated to it for the long-term benefit of the community. In Canada, provincial governments own virtually all forests, creating an obstacle to the development of land trusts. But even there, the logging and mining town of Revelstoke in British Columbia found an innovative solution: 20 citizens sued the owner of a tree farm license—effectively, a timber concession—for cut-and-run practices that violated the terms of the license. In late 1992, after winning in court, the citizens' Revelstoke Resource Development Committee borrowed enough money from commercial banks to buy the license. The committee is developing a multicentury plan for tourism, logging and collecting other forest products, and wood processing. Meanwhile, scores of volunteers are working in the forest to close logging roads and restore eroded stream banks.¹⁵

That tenure is a key determinant of the sustainability of for-
est economies is supported by reams of scholarly studies and economic analyses. But national and international efforts to save forests have focused primarily on such initiatives as planting more trees. It may seem heretical to belittle tree planting—now popularized as a virtuous or even heroic act—but the world's forests have never lacked regenerative capacity. What they lack is human allies. And they lack those allies because most tenure systems leave the day-to-day managers of forests without sufficient reason to protect them.

Rights to the Forests' Bounty

The need for property rights reform extends beyond forests' land and trees to the goods—from nuts and bamboo to organic chemicals and strands of DNA—increasingly extracted from wooded ecosystems. In fact, responsible property rights reform would extend also to the knowledge—or intellectual property—that local communities possess of these nontimber forest products. In the absence of tenure reforms, only entrepreneurs and corporations outside the forests will profit from these goods, diminishing the chances for sustainable livelihoods for those who live inside forests.

One recent case illustrates the potential of nontimber products, the state of the art in responsible corporate development of them, and at the same time, how far there remains to go in reforming tenure laws. In late 1991, Merck & Company, the world's largest pharmaceutical firm, sent a $1-million check to a small Costa Rican organization called the National Institute for Biodiversity (INBio). Merck also signed a contract that committed it to training Costa Rican researchers and paying INBio royalties from products it might develop in the future. In exchange, all INBio had to do was supply the pharmaceutical giant with a steady stream of leaves, bugs, and microscopic ooze from the country's tropical forests.\textsuperscript{16}

Why would Merck enter such an agreement? To discover new medicines. In the eighties, researchers developed automated chemical screening techniques that allowed them to test
compounds by the thousands for medicinal properties. The technology made it economical to begin exploring the great chemical factory of the natural world: tropical forests. In this stable, warm, and wet environment, plants, animals, insects, and microorganisms have evolved in millions of varieties, each equipped for the evolutionary battle with its own weaponry. Much of that weaponry is chemical, and some of it has already proved tremendously valuable to humans. Leech saliva, for example, contains a substance called hirudin that prevents clotting, allowing leeches to extract more blood from their victims. Inspired by the leech, modern medicine uses hirudin in skin transplants and to treat rheumatism, thrombosis, and contusions.

The economic value of medicines taken from forests is staggering. Forty percent of prescription drugs dispensed by U.S. pharmacies have active ingredients derived from wild plants, animals, or microorganisms, many of them from forests. Given that the global pharmaceuticals industry is worth $200 billion, that the use of biologically derived medicines probably exceeds 40 percent of prescriptions outside the United States, and that a disproportionate share of biologically derived medicines originate in forest species, it is likely that annual sales of drugs with active ingredients derived from forests total more than $100 billion. Forests also provide most of the herbal medicine used by some 80 percent of developing-country residents.

Furthermore, scientists have so far evaluated just a few thousand of the world's species, half of which dwell in tropical forests. Harvard University biologist Edward O. Wilson conveys the magnitude of the potential:

A newly discovered species of roundworm might produce an antibiotic of extraordinary power, an unnamed moth a substance that blocks viruses in a manner never guessed by molecular biologists. An obscure herb could be the source of a sure-fire black-fly repellent—at last. Millions of years of testing by natural selection have made organisms chemists of superhuman skill, champions at defeating most of the kinds of biological problems that undermine human health.
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used to guide the selection of samples be treated as intellectual property belonging to the communities that developed it over long years of experimentation. The government of Costa Rica has performed no better, offering no protection under intellectual property law—the category that governs patents, copyrights, breeders’ rights, and trade secrets—for forest dwellers’ vast body of knowledge of the properties and uses of natural substances.

Around the world, not a single country extends intellectual property rights to indigenous ecological knowledge. If a traditional healer knows how to cure a skin disease with an herbal remedy, it is called folklore. If a pharmaceutical company isolates and markets the active chemical in the healer’s herbs, it is called a medical breakthrough, protected with a patent, and rewarded with international monopoly power. Among biodiversity collectors, only the most ethical practitioners—notably the handful of ethnobotanists who study the plant uses of traditional cultures—adhere to codes of conduct that include negotiations with local communities to ensure that they benefit from any commercial products their knowledge helps create.

Under prevailing laws, then, forest dwellers in much of the world own neither their land nor their knowledge of that land. In the absence of such tenure, biological diversity prospecting—the “gene rush”—is likely to yield the same results as past resource booms in the tropics: more poverty, less forest.

The same is true of the other nontimber forest products, ranging from fruits and nuts to industrial fibers, that are now recognized as offering better livelihoods for many forest dwellers than timber extraction or slash-and-burn farming. In Belize, for instance, expert gatherers of forest products can earn between two and ten times as much per hectare as farmers who clear the forest for crops. Without secure control of these resources, however, their potential for sustainable employment will be lost.23

And that potential is still large. For example, Southeast Asian sales of rattan, the palm stems used to make wicker furniture, are worth $3 billion annually. These economic returns, moreover, are spread more equitably than timber earnings because of the labor intensity of harvesting them. Three times as many Indonesians work in the rattan industry as in the timber industry.24
Extractive reserves offer one promising contemporary model of local control over nontimber products. Owned by the government but managed by forest dwellers, extractive reserves were conceived in Brazil. Fourteen now exist there, covering close to one percent of the country’s Amazon forests. Other extractive reserves have been created in Guatemala and Peru. In many ways, extractive reserves are a variation on joint forest management, distinct from the Asian form primarily in an emphasis on commercial harvesting of nontimber products rather than on subsistence uses of the forest. More important, both are actually just a new version of an ancient and pervasive form of collective land management.25

Under traditional law in much of the world, villages, clans, and other indigenous local institutions set aside broad areas for gathering forest goods. The Galik who conserved ironwood, for example, also reserved forests for collecting nuts, incense, fruit, and fuel. This latticework of local forest management systems still exists—though in a dilapidated, disempowered state—in much of its original range. No one knows what share of the globe’s forests are managed as extractive reserves under this unofficial regime. But the best way to expand opportunities for nontimber forest products is to get nation-states to decentralize legal authority, returning at least a share of it to local, traditional, forest managers.26

The need for decentralization is as great in industrial countries as it is in the Third World, although the reasons are different. Collecting goods from the woods is a large, little-noticed industry, even in the world’s richest nations. Karen Hobbs of Forks, Washington, for example, supplies florists with strange and beautiful mosses, lichens, and driftwood—all of it collected in the coastal temperate rain forests of the Pacific Northwest. Yet government managers see scant returns to their own budgets from sales of nontimber forest products. They consequently tend to favor timber, at the expense of low-impact forest products and services.27

Whether the resource is land, timber, floral supplies, or indigenous knowledge, secure tenure is the first necessary condition of a sustainable forest economy. Without it, the people who manage the world’s forests have little reason to safeguard the forests’ health.
Toward Ecological Pricing

E
cological pricing is the second necessary condition of a sus-
tainable forest economy. Virgin timber is currently priced far
below its full costs. For instance, the price of teak does not
reflect the costs of flooding that rapacious teak logging has
caused in Myanmar; nor does the price of old-growth fir from the
U.S. Pacific Northwest include losses suffered by the fishing
industry because logging destroys salmon habitat. Those loss-
es are estimated at $2,150 per wild chinook salmon in the
Columbia River, when future benefits to sports and commercial
fishers are counted.28

Few attempts have been made to calculate the full ecologi-
cal prices of forest products but they would undoubtedly be
astronomical for some goods. A mature forest tree in India, for
example, is worth $50,000, estimates the Center for Science
and Environment in New Delhi. The full value of a hamburg-
er produced on pasture cleared from rain forests is about $200,
according to an exploratory study conducted at New York
University’s School of Business. These figures, of course, are
speculative. Calculating them requires making assumptions
about how many dollars, for instance, a species is worth—per-
haps an imponderable question. But the alternative to trying—
failing to reflect the loss of ecological functions at all in the
price of wood and other forest products—ensures that the econ-
omy will continue to destroy forests.29

The full economic value of forest ecosystems is clearly huge.
(See Table 2.) Forests provide a source of medicines worth bil-
lions of dollars, as described earlier. Their flood prevention,
watershed stabilization, and fisheries protection functions are
each worth billions more. Their scenic and recreational bene-
fits also have billion-dollar values for both the world’s growing
nature tourism industry, and for local residents.30

Economists Ed Whitelaw and Ernest Niemi of Eugene,
Oregon, for example, have demonstrated that the beauty of
their state, including its mountains, forests, streams, and beach-
es, has substantial value to Oregonians. By comparing cost-of-
living-adjusted pay scales nationwide in “footloose” industries—
**TABLE 2.**

Economic Services Provided by Intact Forest Ecosystems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Economic Importance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gene pool</td>
<td>Forests contain a diversity of species, habitats, and genes that is probably their most valuable asset; it is also the most difficult to measure. They provide the gene pool that can protect commercial plant strains against pests and changing conditions of climate and soil and can provide the raw material for breeding higher-yielding strains. The wild relatives of avocado, banana, cashew, cacao, cinnamon, coconut, coffee, grapefruit, lemon, paprika, oil palm, rubber, and vanilla—exports of which were worth almost $24 billion in 1991—are found in tropical forests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Forests absorb rainwater and release it gradually into streams, preventing flooding and extending water availability into dry months when it is most needed. Some 40 percent of Third World farmers depend on forested watersheds for water to irrigate crops or water livestock. In India, forests provide water regulation and flood control valued at $72 billion per year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watershed</td>
<td>Forests keep soil from eroding into rivers. Siltation of reservoirs costs the world economy about $6 billion per year in lost hydroelectricity and irrigation water.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisheries</td>
<td>Forests protect fisheries in rivers, lakes, estuaries, and coastal waters. Three fourths of fish sold in the markets of Manaus, Brazil, are nurtured in seasonally flooded varzea forests, where they feed on fruits and plants. The viability of 112 stocks of salmon and other fish in the Pacific Northwest depends on natural, old-growth forests; the region's salmon fishery is a $1-billion industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate</td>
<td>Forests stabilize climate. Tropical deforestation releases the greenhouse gases carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide, and accounts for 25 percent of the net warming effect of all greenhouse gas emissions. Replacing the carbon storage function of all tropical forests would cost an estimated $3.7 trillion—equal to the gross national product of Japan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation</td>
<td>Forests serve people directly for recreation. The U.S. Forest Service calculates that in eight of its nine administrative regions, the recreation, fish, wildlife, and other nonextractive benefits of national forests are more valuable than timber, grazing, mining, and other commodities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCES:** Compiled by Worldwatch Institute from sources in endnote 30.
those that can be located anywhere—they have shown that people will work for less pay for companies in Oregon than in less beautiful locales. Oregonians, they argue, receive a “second paycheck” from nature worth about $500 apiece. Totalled statewide, these second paychecks almost equal the combined payrolls of all the state’s lumber and wood-products firms.31

Forests also support local economies in ways that do not register fully in the money economy. Fruits, nuts, fibers, and wild game are mostly consumed in the subsistence economy of the poor, never entering the realm of cash transactions where they would show up in national accounting systems and count in the deliberations of those who make policy.

No one knows the full magnitude of the nontimber forest-products industries. Yet the harder researchers look, the larger they find them to be. Mater Engineering, Ltd., investigated markets for four relatively obscure plants—bear grass, huckleberries, salal, and sword fern—that grow in profusion in national forests near their offices in Corvallis, Oregon. They discovered that global sales of these four plants alone total $72 million a year. Likewise, they learned that foraging for wild mushrooms from the forests of the Pacific Northwest is an industry with sales in the hundreds of millions of dollars. The market value of nontimber forest products may exceed that of solid wood harvested from U.S. national forests—$1 billion in 1992.32

As buffers against climate change, forests’ services may be worth trillions of dollars. By holding heat-trapping carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere, forests help prevent global warming and the rising sea levels and agricultural disruption that would accompany it. One hectare of Malaysian forest is estimated to provide carbon storage services alone worth more than $3,000 over the long-term.33

But forests’ greatest value, and the most difficult to measure, is probably the diversity of life they contain. Forests possess most of the world’s gene pool—the ultimate raw material for biotechnology, one of the world’s emerging growth industries. And tropical forests hold vast potential for new crop plants as well. The fruits of the babassu palm, for example, yield more vegetable oil per hectare than any plant ever measured, yet so far
babassu is all but unknown outside its wild range in the Brazilian Amazon.³

More immediately, forests harbor the wild relatives of dozens of crops: These related strains are crop breeders’ first recourse in improving food and fiber crops, and protecting them against new pests and diseases. Export sales of crops that trace their origins to forests in the tropics and sub-tropics approached $24 billion in 1991. (See Table 3.) Among them are fruits including avocados, bananas, grapefruits, guavas, lemons, limes, mangos, oranges, papayas, and pineapples; spices including cinnamon, clove, and vanilla; nuts including Brazil nut, cashew, and macadamia; palm oil and rubber; and, perhaps most important

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crop</th>
<th>Value (billion dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coffee</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citrus Fruits</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Rubber</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banana</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palm Oil</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cacao (for chocolate)</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pineapple</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanilla</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>23.8</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

to the world’s consumers, coffee and cacao—the source of chocolate.

Most of these crops are currently grown from a narrow range of genetic varieties, each vulnerable to catastrophic crop failures if the wrong pest comes along. Virtually all the world’s natural rubber, for example, is descended from seeds that the English botanist Henry Wickham smuggled out of Brazil’s eastern Amazon in 1876. The world’s natural rubber production, therefore, depends on just a few of the Amazon’s hundreds of genetic varieties of rubber.35

Every attempt to grow rubber in plantations in the Amazon has succumbed to the pests and blights that have evolved there along with the plant. Southeast Asia’s rubber plantations—grown from Wickham’s seeds—have so far escaped infestation; they are the world’s main source of the crop. How long they will escape Amazonian pests, however, is anyone’s guess. Their principal insurance is the diversity of wild rubber varieties still in the Amazon. Each pest or blight that could menace rubber plantations probably has its antidote in the genetic traits of at least one of those wild varieties.36

Similarly, most of the coffee grown in the Western Hemisphere is descended from a single Javan seedling sent to Martinique in 1721. In 1970, coffee rust—a blight native to Africa—appeared in Brazil, the world’s leading coffee producer, and began spreading northward through Central America and Mexico. Breeders racing to locate resistant strains of coffee returned to coffee’s evolutionary birthplace in the rapidly dwindling highland forests of Ethiopia. There, they found coffee varieties resistant to as many as 27 of the 33 known races of coffee rust.37

Ever since, researchers across Latin America have been cross-breeding the resistant varieties with the commercial ones. They have yet to win a decisive victory, but they have prevented a catastrophe: When coffee rust reached Sri Lanka in 1869, it destroyed that island’s coffee industry in a matter of months. Ironically, it was good fortune that the rust reached Brazil when it did. Had it arrived twenty years later, the rust-resistant strains might have vanished from Ethiopia, which has lost most of its remaining forest cover since 1970.38
The full value of forests includes each of these components, from sources of medicines to pest controls. But, again, market prices count only the direct costs of extracting goods, not the full ecological costs. In accounting terms, the money economy is depleting its natural capital without recording that depreciation on its balance sheet. Consequently, annual losses come out looking like profits, and cash flow looks artificially healthy. For a business to do this—liquidate its plant and equipment and call the resulting revenue income—would be both self-destructive and, in many countries, illegal. For the money economy overall, however, self-destruction generally goes unquestioned.

How can we move toward ecological pricing? By changing government policies. A primary responsibility of governments is to correct the failures of the money economy, and global deforestation is surely a glaring one. Yet forest policies in most nations do the opposite: They accelerate forest loss. The first order of business for governments, therefore, is to stop subsidizing deforestation. The second is to use taxes, user fees, and tariffs to make ecological costs apparent in the money economy. Until the money economy is corrected in these ways, forest conservation will remain an uphill battle.

Subsidies for deforestation are commonplace in both industrial and developing countries. In the United States, for example, the Forest Service, which long denied subsidizing logging, itself proposed in April 1993 that it would stop selling timber from 62 of the 156 national forests it administers because those forests had consistently lost money on timber sales. The announcement represented capitulation after a decade of pressure from conservation and taxpayer organizations, but it fell far short of ending the subsidized sale of logs from U.S. federal lands.39

In tropical countries, most governments award timber concessions through a political process rather than competitive bidding, with the result that logs go at fire-sale prices.
Randal O'Toole of Cascade Holistic Economic Consultants in Oak Grove, Oregon, calculates that 109 national forests, accounting for 80 percent of national forest wood output, lost money on their timber sales in 1992. The loss to U.S. taxpayers was $499 million. The effect was to subsidize the logging of public forests, a disproportionate share of which are pristine and fragile high-country ecosystems, thereby shifting production away from more productive, already-disturbed lowland sites on private land. It also lowered the price of wood overall.40

In tropical countries, most governments award timber concessions through a political process rather than competitive bidding, with the result that logs go at fire-sale prices. In 1992, the Indonesian state took in just 17 percent of the “economic rent”—the earnings they could have made from sales—of timber concessions. Studies in other countries show that few capture more than half of what they could make.41

Once governments stop subsidizing destruction, they can begin to implement ecological pricing. The most powerful approach is to impose environmental taxes on goods produced at high ecological cost. Specifically, governments can shift the tax burden away from income and savings and toward “throughput”—the inputs of raw materials into the economy and the outputs of pollution and waste from it. For example, timber felled in intact, primary forests could be taxed at a high rate, timber from secondary forests at a lower rate; the lowest tax rate would be applied to timber certified by an accredited independent monitor as produced with the most sustainable practices available. Other deforestation taxes might be assessed on forest clearing for agriculture, real estate development, and road building.

Environmental taxes would need to be introduced across the board—not simply on forest products—or else businesses that use wood might substitute higher-impact commodities, such as aluminum and steel. Comprehensive ecological pricing would likely increase consumption of wood for certain uses, because the alternatives are sometimes even harder on the earth.

Enforcing environmental taxes on wood extraction would require a system for identifying and appraising wood's source.
Nongovernmental agencies are pioneering such a system. Now organized under the umbrella of the Forest Stewardship Council—an independent body of conservationists, human rights advocates, and forest products industries—wood certification has come about through a circuitous route.

In the early eighties, European citizens concerned about tropical deforestation began targeting the timber trade. They called for a boycott of the products of deforestation. By the early nineties, they had succeeded in convincing hundreds of local authorities in Austria, the Netherlands, Germany, and the United Kingdom to forbid the purchase of tropical timber for use in government offices. Then, in a crowning victory for the boycott promoters, B&Q, a leading U.K. chain of hardware stores, announced in December 1991 that it would phase out all products containing wood not harvested from sustainably managed forests. The company promised to be exclusively a “good wood” outlet by the end of 1995.42

The trouble with the boycott of tropical timber was that it threatened to merely displace destructive logging practices from tropical forests to temperate and boreal ones. Eventually, the European activists and their North American counterparts realized the importance of certifying sustainably produced wood—whatever its region of origin—so that consumers had a clear choice. Supplying B&Q, and competitors that followed its lead, added urgency to that goal.

Since 1991, there have been a flurry of conferences, study missions, and task forces to develop standards of sustainability and methods for appraising logging methods. A few batches of wood have been officially certified. Yet there is little chance that

User fees complement environmental taxation, by rewarding the managers of forests for all the services forests provide, rather than just for wood, minerals, and other commodities extracted at high ecological cost.
the bulk of the timber industry will be influenced by wood certification efforts, because most consumers will continue to use whatever wood is cheapest. And, in the absence of generalized ecological pricing, that means wood harvested without the precautions the certifiers require. What is promising about certification is that it is clearing the path for governments, sorting out the questions of standards, methods, and enforcement that could eventually make ecological taxes possible.

User fees complement environmental taxation, by rewarding the managers of forests for all the services forests provide, rather than just for wood, minerals, and other commodities extracted at high ecological cost. In Colombia, for example, users of an urban reservoir were assessed a small fee to pay for forest protection efforts in the watershed. Few such arrangements exist, yet they are easy to imagine. Lowland irrigators could pay upland forest communities for the water flowing in streams through the dry season that those communities' stewardship ensures. Sports fishers and hunters could be charged fees to help make habitat protection economically rewarding for forest dwellers. Shippers and barge operators, who currently pay for dredging through port fees, could pay for preventing river sedimentation through upstream forest protection instead. Floodplain developers could pay for the flood prevention services that healthy forests provide, rather than for flood insurance.

Along these lines, economist O'Toole proposes a radical redesign of the U.S. Forest Service, which he believes would better align forest management decisions with protection of forests' full range of ecological services. Large organizations, O'Toole argues, act first and foremost so as to maximize their budgets—a thesis supported by research on bureaucratic behavior. The Forest Service is no different. It favors commodity extraction over recreational, nonconsumptive uses because peculiarities of its legal structure allow it to retain most of the proceeds from timber sales. Its budget does not benefit, however, from camping, fishing, hunting, hiking, skiing, or any other nonconsumptive use. Nor does the Forest Service budget benefit from the water its forests provide to farmers and cities downstream, nor from the fish and wildlife that depend on its forests for habitat.
Inability to producers in low-cost countries. Industrial countries would lose their domestic and international markets to medium- and user fees. Otherwise, producers in full-cost countries would begin to implement environmental taxes in addition to their user fees.

Governments that aim for ecological pricing will need to swap their right to user fees, thereby helping to diversify community land trusts. They might help farmers develop diversified agricultural practices to create reserves of local peoples organizations. For example, make grants to improve the management of endangered species, habitats, and genetic varieties. Ultimately, creating the most endangered species' habitats, and species' habitats, and genetic varieties. By coordinating the efforts of eminent botanists, those funds would be eddy bifurcations into regional biodiversity trust funds. Administered through the process of ecosystems, the share paid in a system of user fees. Once approached to doing so is to reflect in a system of user fees. One approach to doing so is to reflect in a system of user fees. One approach to doing so is to reflect in a system of user fees.

The ecological wealth of forest ecosystems is more difficult to now does. It is a day would generate more revenue than selling timber impacts on the land's value. Changing visions of the forest consumption ones in value. O'Toole believes the forest service would allow little timber, mining, or other high-value fiscal benefits of forest. The services that the agency be received to charge user fee. To do that, the recommendations produced manager of all the national forests' functions only.

O'Toole contends that the forest service will behave as a
could assess tariffs on beef from pastures in Central American rain forests and palm oil from plantations that replaced Southeast Asian forests, for example, while developing countries could impose tariffs on wood and paper from industrial countries that fail to stem the loss of forests to suburban sprawl. Unfortunately, these actions could violate the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, as currently written, pointing to the need to update this international accord to account for the environment.

In a global economy, where trade in wood products exceeded $98 billion in 1991, one region's unsustainable consumption sometimes comes at the expense of faraway forests. During the eighties, for example, loggers in California harvested about 4 billion board feet of timber from its forests each year—more than those forests could be expected to yield without risk to their ecological health. National and state-level ecological taxes and user fees on logging and forest clearing would be a highly effec-

![Figure 1. World Wood Consumption, 1950–91](source: U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization)
tive way for California to help sustain its own forests. But a thorny problem would remain. The state consumed about 10 billion board feet of timber each year during the eighties—drawing on other regions of the United States and the world for wood it did not grow itself. In the absence of universal ecological pricing, the state's consumption would go undiminished. The net effect would be to export—rather than halt—deforestation.45

Taming Consumption, Greening Production

Getting forest prices to tell the ecological truth would help move the forest economy toward sustainability in three principal ways: by encouraging more efficient and less wasteful uses of wood; by fostering more sustainable substitutes for wood; and by encouraging ecologically sound forest management.

Artificially low, nature-blind prices promote inefficiency, particularly in the use of wood, the forests' major commodity product. In 1991, the world economy consumed 3.4 billion cubic meters of wood. (See Figure 1.) That amount is 2.5 times as much wood as was used in 1950—one third more per person. Consumption rates per person remain far higher in industrial nations than in developing ones, but recent growth in total and per capita consumption has taken place mainly in the Third World.46

Half the world's wood is burned as fuel, mostly in developing countries; the other half is cut as timber and milled into boards, plywood, veneer, chipboard, paper, paperboard, and other products, mostly in industrial countries. (The gathering of fuelwood is a hardship for Third World women and children and taxes open woodland ecosystems; it rarely threatens closed-canopy forests, however, and is therefore omitted from this paper.)

The conventional wisdom among foresters counsels that "people demand wood." Much as energy producers once
believed their product indispensable to industrial production, most timber producers treat wood as an end in itself, and assume demand for it is bound to grow. In the words of a 1974 public relations brochure published by the U.S. Forest Service, "We harvest timber because it is needed for man's survival." The U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization and the U.S. Forest Service have both consistently overestimated future demand for wood, based largely on this assumption.47

In fact, per capita wood consumption has been declining in industrial nations for most of a century, first as fossil fuels replaced fuelwood, and later as lumber was both used more efficiently and replaced with metal, plastics, and other substitutes. For example, chipboard—fibers of wood waste pressed and glued together—has replaced lumber in a substantial share of furniture manufacturing worldwide. This opens new supply options: Fiber can come from recycling, from tree species such as alder that were previously regarded as weeds in temperate zones, from thousands of little-known species currently bulldozed aside to reach mahogany and teak in tropical forests, and from fast-growing non-tree crops such as kenaf. Under comprehensive ecological pricing, wood might be substituted for metals and plastics in some applications, if the latter had higher ecological costs, but efficiency improvements would probably still reduce wood consumption overall.

In the energy industry, many have now learned that energy consumption is sensitive to price, and that ample opportunities exist for cost-effective savings through efficiency improvements. Some now profit from these opportunities. Most of the wood products industry, however, remains stuck in the old commodity mindset, focusing on quantity over quality, volume over value. Yet there is abundant evidence that people do not demand wood. They demand houses, tables, chairs, printed information, and other useful amenities. Wood is simply a means to an end—a means that will be used more or less frugally depending on its price.

Ecological pricing would discourage the waste that is rife in the world's consumer societies. A principal use of solid lumber around the world is for construction of new houses; in North
America, it is the leading use. Already, some manufacturers of housing components and furniture are recognizing the wood savings they can achieve. Andersen Window, the world's largest window maker, plans to collect old sashes in the trucks they use to distribute their windows. They will remanufacture the recycled sash into new, better insulated products. TrusJoist International's I-beams—high-strength structural lumber manufactured from wood wastes and second-growth timber—are quickly replacing solid, old-growth lumber for roof framing in North American home building. And Herman-Miller, Inc., plans to begin collecting, repairing, refinishing, and reselling used furniture from its product line.48

The scale of the wood-efficiency potential stands out clearly in the home Steve Loken of Missoula, Montana, built in 1991. Loken sought opportunities to save wood—and other natural resources—at every step. His house is constructed to high specifications of quality, appearance, and safety, but it required
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just one-fifth as much solid wood as a typical house of its size. For homebuilders, ecological pricing would turn Loken's house from a curiosity into a model. For consumers, it would divulge the costs of their choices.49

At present, unfortunately, housing trends have worked strongly against sustainability, especially in North America, where house size has ballooned. In 1949, the average new house in the United States was 100 square meters; by 1993, it was 185 square meters. (See Figure 2.) As houses have grown, the families that buy them have shrunk. The number of people sharing each American residence has fallen by almost half since 1900, from 4.8 to 2.6 people per residence. Partly, that is because parents are having fewer children—a good thing for the environment—but mostly it is because fewer extended families are
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living together. The combined effect of larger houses and fewer inhabitants is more space—and more lumber use—per person. Since 1950, residential floorspace per capita has risen from 29 to 69 square meters in the United States. On average, North Americans have half again as much residential space per person as West Europeans, nearly twice as much as Japanese, and more than three times as much as Russians. The Japanese, however, are racing to catch up. Despite a stable population, the country has added between 200 and 300 million square meters of residential space each year for the past decade; at least 75 million square meters of the annual addition has been built with wood, most of it imported from forests around the Pacific Rim. Ecological pricing would help people select a dwelling size that not only they but the planet can afford.

Ecological pricing would also expose paper markets to a healthy dose of ecological reality. Per capita paper consumption is soaring worldwide, a disheartening trend for the environment because the pulp and paper sector is the biggest polluter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region/Country</th>
<th>Consumption (kilograms paper and paperboard)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

among wood products industries. It is a heavy user of energy and water, and a major source of toxic water pollutants such as dioxin. Paper production has grown rapidly throughout the twentieth century, increasing its output twentyfold since 1913. (See Figure 3.)

Rising literacy around the world accounts for some of this growth. But the largest share of paper and paperboard ends up in industrial countries as boxes and other packaging—much of it superfluous—and as a medium for the dissemination of advertisements.

In consumer societies, advertising bloats the daily mail: 14 billion glossy, difficult-to-recycle mail-order catalogs, plus 38 billion other assorted ads clog the post office each year in the United States. Most of those items—98 percent of direct-mail advertising letters, according to the marketing journal *American Demographics*—go straight into the trash. Advertisements also fill periodicals: Most American magazines reserve 60 percent of their pages for advertising, and some devote far more. Advertising typically comprises 65 percent of newspapers in the United States, up from 40 percent half a century ago. European and Japanese periodicals feature fewer ads; Europe and Japan also boast more conscientious recycling and more modest packaging, all of which contribute to their lower paper consumption rates. (See Table 4.)

Ironically, office automation has also driven growth of paper consumption. As of 1992, for example, the world had more than 19 million photocopiers, devices only introduced in 1948. Since 1955, world consumption of printing and writing paper, including photocopying paper, has increased sevenfold. In the United States alone, the spread of office printers, photocopiers, and fax machines spurred a near doubling of office paper consumption during the eighties.

Fortunately, recycling rates are rising in many of the major paper-consuming nations. From 1983 to 1991, the share of all paper and paperboard worldwide manufactured from recycled fibers rose from 30 to 37 percent. Still, recycling has yet to dent the world's appetite for virgin-fiber pulp, merely slowing its growth. As with wood, the efficiency of paper use would
improve under ecological pricing. Newspapers might shift their classified advertising sections onto electronic databases available by telephone. Packagers would trim the excess. Catalog distributors would better hone their mailings. Wholesalers would replace corrugated boxes with reusable shipping crates. The long-awaited paperless office might finally arrive.55

Under a true accounting system, clear-cut timber would be far more expensive than wood from careful, low-impact logging. In current market prices, however, recklessness appears cheap. That illusion is why just one-tenth of one percent of all tropical wood is logged on a "sustained-yield" basis: one in which annual harvest does not exceed annual regrowth. Worse, even so-called sustained-yield timbering has proved unsustainable in the long run, because it is often accomplished by growing trees in a monoculture, instead of maintaining the vibrant ecosystems and diversity of species that natural forests support.56

If prices did equal full cost, however, techniques like the "new forestry" emerging in North America, the world's largest timber producer, would spread swiftly. Originating in the U.S. Northwest, one of the few remaining temperate regions to possess old-growth forests of any size, new forestry strives to minimize the damage caused by logging. It aims to leave the forest's ecological functions unimpaired and its biological diversity undiminished. New forestry principles include preserving the forest's ecological structure—its canopy layers, its patterns of plant succession, and its cycling of nutrients—and setting aside broad undisturbed corridors around watercourses. New foresters generally minimize road building, and often use management techniques that mimic natural forces that disturb forests, such as fire and wind.
**TABLE 5.**
Production of Industrial Roundwood, Top 20 Nations and World, 1991

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Industrial Roundwood (million cubic meters)</th>
<th>Share of Total (percent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soviet Union</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechoslovakia</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>World</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,599</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\(^1\)Does not total 100 due to rounding.
New forestry is still developing, and it varies in application from one ecosystem to the next. But in the bioregion where it was developed, despite its demonstrated ecological superiority to conventional clear-cutting, only the intervention of the nation's president ensured its use on federal timber lands.

What would it take to spread new forestry principles quickly? How can loggers on both public and private land throughout North America be persuaded to change? What about the timber businesses of the former Soviet Union, the world's second largest wood producer? And all the other timber extracting countries? (See Table 5.) The answer is ecological pricing, implemented nationally and reinforced internationally through tariffs, as described above.

A Question of Power

More difficult than designing tenure and price policies is political change, the third necessary condition of a sustainable forest economy. Past reform attempts have mainly foundered. The world's forest economy functions—or malfunctions—as it does because its current structure benefits powerful groups. Such groups can be expected to fight tenaciously in defense of their privileges. Overcoming their concentrated economic and political power will require concerted campaigns, tireless grassroots organization, and ingenious political strategies. But unless the disenfranchised who depend on forests for sustenance gain greater influence over the fate of forests, there is little hope for saving the forests. In particular, unless the viselike grip of big timber interests—and miners, ranchers, and related resource extractors—can be broken, all bets for forest conservation are off.

Malaysia is the extreme case and illustrates the point clearly. The largest exporter of tropical timber in the world, Malaysia is stripping its Borneo provinces of trees at a breakneck pace. Work in some operations continues around the clock, with gigantic floodlights illuminating the forests. The ruin of local ecosystems, devastation of indigenous homelands, and eco-
nomic folly of mining a potentially renewable resource—all have been thoroughly documented and publicized in Malaysia and abroad.\(^57\)

Why should the government of Malaysia continue on this path? Logging in Malaysian Borneo is driven by the collusion of power and money. By tradition, elected leaders in Malaysian provinces have authority to distribute contracts to exploit public resources, notably timber. This prerogative has become a crucial part of their power base. Officials distribute logging concessions to loyal supporters who level the trees for quick profits—estimated in the hundreds of millions of dollars. A share of the proceeds helps keep the logger’s patron in office, and may make him a millionaire as well.\(^58\)

To varying degrees, this bond between timber money and political power is found in all the world’s major timber economies. Indonesian timber magnate Prajogo Pangestu, who owns concession rights and wood products industries worth an estimated $5 billion, continues to expand his control of the nation’s forests with the help of those at the highest levels of government. Similarly, the Philippine Congress is packed with loggers and members of logging families.\(^59\)

Garden-variety corruption is also widespread in the disposition of the world’s forests. Papua New Guinea appointed a commission to investigate the enforcement of national forestry laws, particularly on foreign timber companies, in New Ireland Province. The commission reported that foreign timber companies were “roaming the countryside with the self-assurance of robber barons; bribing politicians and leaders, creating social disharmony and ignoring laws in order to gain access to, rip out, and export the last remnants of the province’s valuable timber.”\(^60\)

In Indonesia, a study conducted by the environmental organization Walhi found that concessionaires commonly bribe forest inspectors so they will not enforce forestry rules. Just 22 of 578 concessionaires followed the rules, and 70 percent of the timber harvest was taken illegally in some provinces. In the Philippines, the illegal timber trade may amount to four times the size of the legal trade.\(^61\)

The political influence of timber money is not confined to
the Third World. In the U.S. timber states of Washington and Oregon, the wood products industry outspent environmentalists six-to-one in contributions to congressional candidates between 1985 and 1992; during those years, grateful members of Congress from these states set higher logging targets for national forests in their districts than the Forest Service itself recommended.62

Challenging the collusion of power and money is, in the best cases, a monumental task. In the United States, one of the most democratic societies in the world, it took five years of a nationwide grassroots campaign and a court injunction to arrest the clear-cutting of primary forests in the Pacific Northwest—even though such logging was patently illegal under both the National Forest Management Act and the Endangered Species Act.63

In less democratic societies, those who question the prerogatives of economic power all too often end up as murder statistics in human rights reports. On July 17, 1993, to cite just one case, three men hacked to death Filipino development worker William Rom—a researcher documenting the economic and educational needs of the Mamanua tribal people. His apparent transgression was to work for a non-governmental organization that exposed illegal logging on tribal lands.64

Again, Linka Ansulang speaks for such unsung heroes. An aged tribal woman from Mindanao—the same island where Rom was killed—Ansulang led 31 Manubo families in reclaiming tribal forestland from state corporations. Long ago, the government made a verbal agreement with her people to provide farm tools and employment in exchange for a 35-year lease of the tract. Although the state never fulfilled its promises, the Manubo left the land for 35 years. When the contract expired—on May 25, 1990—they returned, greeted by a local mayor's threats to bury them there. The standoff continues. Through it all, Ansulang and her people have remained committed to a

In the Philippines, the illegal timber trade may amount to four times the size of the legal trade.
peaceful reoccupation of what is rightfully theirs. "All we have to defend ourselves with," she says with a smile, "are carabao [water buffalo] and grass."65

Pressure for change from citizens such as Rom and Ansulang is finding a new complement in pressure from consumers far afield. In April 1993, for example, the government of Indonesia bought large advertisements in influential American newspapers touting the ecological sensitivity of its forest policies. "Forests Forever," proclaimed the ads. About the same time, the Canadian government launched a $6-million public relations effort in Europe, aiming to polish an image tarnished by media coverage of clear-cutting on the Pacific Coast. The premier of British Columbia vowed to "battle the campaign of misinformation bombarding our international customers."66

In fact, neither Indonesia nor Canada has much to brag about. Rates of primary forest clearing are high in both countries. Indonesia certainly will not have "forests forever" if it continues as it has—trampling on the rights of forest dwellers, serving up national resources to an oligopoly of the president's cronies, and doing it all at fire-sale prices. By the same token, some Canadian provinces have yet to recognize indigenous peoples' land rights. Many provinces subsidize timber extraction. And most cater to politically powerful logging, pulp, and paper industries.

Still, these publicity campaigns are backhanded compliments to the advocates of sustainability. That the Indonesian and Canadian governments would feel it necessary to defend their forest policies says that consumer perceptions of environmental stewardship matter. They do not yet matter enough to change government policy and redesign the forest economy. But they matter. The challenge is to make them matter more.

Old Forests, New Jobs

The main argument that entrenched interests make against sustaining forests is that if the trees stand, jobs will be lost. In the U.S. Northwest, the question of whether to protect the
ecological integrity of old-growth forests was popularized as a conflict between jobs and the endangered northern spotted owl. Rank-and-file loggers became the most politically effective voices arguing on behalf of business as usual. Behind the scenes, however, the political muscle was in the timber companies, and they fought for profits, not jobs. The companies had been quietly trimming payrolls for decades as advancing technologies made labor-saving possible.

Still, the opponents of sustainable economics commonly use the threat of job loss to derail reform—arguing in essence that society cannot afford to protect ecological health if doing so involves displacing workers. The logic is spurious, since it assumes that work could continue as ecosystems unravel. But to counter such an argument is nevertheless essential, especially since real reform will doubtless entail social turbulence.

Like the whalers denied a livelihood by the international whaling moratorium, or the weapons manufacturers put out of work by the end of the Cold War, the loggers, developers, and other workers employed by the industries of deforestation have a wrenching period of transition ahead of them. Most are dedicated to their communities, skilled in their occupations, and proud of their work. Few of them get rich from clearing forests, and many barely keep hearth and home together. They deserve the support of their compatriots as they make the change to sustainable livelihoods. Their jobs, however, are no more a reason to continue deforestation than jobs in weapons plants are a reason to go to war.

If the military analogy is apt, then the answer for these workers is economic conversion—the process through which people and communities make the transition to sources of livelihoods they can depend on. Assistance can come from the state or from public-interested organizations such as charities and unions. On the Olympic Peninsula of Washington State, for example, the nonprofit group Woodnet helps would-be entrepreneurs in declining timber towns to develop markets for their high-quality handiworks—durable wood products such as chess boards, musical instruments, children's toys, and cabinets.

Hundreds of similar, small-scale efforts are emerging in the
resource dependent towns of the world's forest zones, demonstrating that the future for these communities no longer lies in extracting large volumes of timber, minerals, and other raw materials. It lies in adding value to them by manufacturing finished products. In the United States, for example, logging 1 million board feet of timber yields about 3 jobs. Milling it into lumber generates 20 jobs. And crafting it into furniture creates 80 jobs. With each step up the processing chain, each job requires less stuff and more skill. The earth suffers less, and livelihoods become more secure.67

Markets do eventually achieve conversion unaided, but at a high cost in broken homes and shattered lives. Smoothing the conversion process—through measures such as unemployment insurance, worker retraining, and community development banks—is a legitimate function of the state. To fund such programs, policymakers could tap a share of the proceeds from environmental taxes and user fees implemented to put the forest economy on a sound footing in the first place. The ultimate challenge is to make ecological services sufficiently remunerative for all forest communities—indigenous tribes and Third World villagers; logging towns and forest agencies in both North and South—that they act as defenders of forests.

**Aiming for Permanence**

In their disappearance or regeneration, forests serve as an indicator of progress toward the paramount goal of reconciling the human enterprise with the Earth's biological design. Bill Dietrich, science correspondent for the Seattle Times, concluded as much after chronicling the five-year controversy that raged over the protection of old-growth forests in the U.S. Northwest.

The conflict can be seen as a test case for the world. Would the richest nation in the history of the planet spare the last 5 percent of its natural forests from logging and voluntarily make a transition away from timber mining before wood scarcity forced it to do so? (As of late 1993, the answer seemed to be "yes"—a good portent.) As the controversy reached its climax in a pres-
idential summit in April 1993, Dietrich characterized the issue: It is certainly not just a fight over owls. And despite the staggering numbers one can cite—667 species now identified as tied to old-growth forest, 214 fish runs threatened across three states, 463 overcut watersheds identified in western Washington alone, 75 percent of the region's rivers suffering environmental damage—it is not even just about trees, or murrelets, or salmon, or clear-cuts. It is about our most basic values.... It is about whether this region can remain a place of special grandeur, character and optimism... or whether it is losing its sense of itself as blessed and promising. Whether God's Country is being homogenized into the ordinary: our cities a standardized U.S. chic, our villages gentrified and strip-malled, our acreage put to the narrowest economic measure.68

Dietrich is right. The question of forests is as much about ourselves as it is about lumber, water, and biological diversity. It is about what we are and about what kind of society we want to be. On the evolutionary stage, are we tragic or transcendent characters? Planetary locusts, or planetary stewards?

In the end, the fate of the earth's wooded lands is tied to the fate of their inhabitants. Either rights to ancestral lands will be defended with the full force of the law, or the forest will fall. Either forest dwellers will gain a share of the economic worth of the ecological services their forests provide, or the forests will fall. Either forest residents will be allowed into the corridors of power, or the forests will fall. Other things can help save forests, but these are fundamental: property rights, price, and power. As they are currently structured, the epoch of sweeping deforestation that has griped the world since 1950 will only continue.

If those who manage forests can benefit from sustaining them in the full vigor of their ecological functioning—through reforms in tenure, price, and power—the future need not echo the recent past. We can envision a world of regenerated forests and healthy economies: one where forest dwellers, with their intimate practical knowledge of the woods, join forces with
ecologists to plan the use of their lands. We can hope for a landscape designed for ecological health and economic productivity. We can expect an economy that thrives on value rather than volume, rewards thrift, and aims for permanence. And we can imagine a time-lapse film of the earth from space, showing forests gradually growing thicker, spreading outward, returning to health.
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Saving the Forests: What Will It Take?

Forest conservation efforts have proliferated worldwide in recent years, in response to the sweeping destruction of forest ecosystems on every continent. For a decade, well-meaning global initiatives have followed each other in rapid succession. Launched with fanfare and high hopes, each has set out to arrest deforestation and the species extinction, soil erosion, floods, droughts, and human suffering that follow it. But each effort has proved disappointing. Rates of forest loss in most regions have continued to rise. All told, two thirds of the planet’s original natural forests have been cleared, fragmented, or converted to uniform stands of commercial timber.

In this paper, Alan Thein Durning concludes that past attempts to halt deforestation foundered because they set their sights on the proximate, rather than the ultimate, causes of deforestation. They sought to halt those who fell the trees—commercial cultivators, ranchers, real estate speculators, developers, loggers, miners, and slash-and-burn farmers. But these are merely the leading edge of a larger force. They are the teeth of the saw; the saw is a money economy blind to its ecological roots.

Saving the forests will require three fundamental changes: recognizing rights to forests for millions of dispossessed forest dwellers; shifting to ecologically-based pricing of forest products, and breaking the viselike grip that big timber interests and other resource extractors have on national forest policies.